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Functionality of
Future Tokens
The Floin Token (FLTK) is a Project Token based on the ERC20 standard and is minted on the
Polygon Blockchain. It is a (utility) token with a voucher function that can be used exclusively
within the floin ecosystem in lieu of payment. Holders of FLTK are inherent to the development
of this system and therefore enjoy certain benefits.

Some of these benefits include but are not limited to:
paying significantly less fees for services
provided by the company within the floin
ecosystem:
20%
20% discount during the
3rd year after the end
of the Project Token
Offering

30%
50%
50% discount during the
1st year after the end
of the Project Token
Offering

30% discount during the
2nd year after the end
of the Project Token
Offering

5%
10%
10% discount during the
4th year after the end
of the Project Token
Offering

5% discount during the
5th year after the end
of the Project Token
Offering and thereafter
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early access to STO projects and the
option to participate in the pre-sale of
Security Tokens
of companies listed on the floin platform.*1
Exclusive membership in the floinelite Club*2.
Members of this club will have access to:

a unique NFT
Membership Card
high-level keynotes
from renowned
speakers in a range
of fields

exclusive
VIP Events
Dedicated floinelite
Customer Support

*1 Subject to the feasibility and realization of such undertaking and prior obtainment of all required regulatory prerequisites by Company for
conducting any such activities and services with the Liechtenstein Financial Market Authority (FMA) and any other competent authority.
*2 Access to the floinelite Club is subject to approval based on amount of token held. Minimum requirements will be published on the official
homepage of floin.
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Generation Plan
for Future Tokens
Token Issuance
The tokens will be issued at the start of the private token sale and will be fully distributed to the
respective wallets, according to the following distribution (as seen under FLTK Supply).

FLTK supply
Maximum Token supply: 1,000,000,000 FLTK tokens

Group

Distribution

FLTK amount

Token Sale

60.00%

600’000’000

Rewards

12.50%

125’000’000

Team and Founders

10.00%

100’000’000

Liquidity

7.50%

75’000’000

Marketing & Bounty

7.00%

70’000’000

Advisors

2.00%

20’000’000

Charity

1.00%

10’000’000
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Advisors
Charity

2.0%

1.0%
Marketing & Bounty
7.0%

Token
allocation

Liquidity
7.5%

Token Sale

Team & Founders

60.0%

10.0%
Rewards
12.5%

Token Sale

tokens

35%
tokens

2 months

50%

3 months

8 months

Availability Phases

15%

tokens

300’000’000

210’000’000

90’000’000

Seed Round

Private Round

Public Round

0.02 EUR

0.038 EUR

0.046 EUR
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Seed round
Maximum available tokens in the seed round: 300’000’000

The seed round is reserved for the earliest investors. Those investors enter at a very
early stage and support the project from the very beginning. They believed in our
vision and trusted our team to make that vision a reality. The price in this round is
the lowest. FLTK tokens are sold for 0.02 EUR per token.

Lock-up Period
Tokens purchased in this round will be locked for six (6) months after the private round starts. After
six months, 10% of the tokens are available to the contributors each month.

All tokens of the 300’000’000 tokens available in the seed round that were not purchased will
be available in the private round.

Private round
Maximum available tokens in the private round: 210’000’000 (+ unsold tokens transferred from the
seed round; maximum available tokens of seed round and private round combined are 510’000’000)

The private round will be available three (3) months after the start of the seed
round and is reserved for early investors. FLTK token sold during this phase are
priced at 0.038 EUR per token.

Lock-up Period
Tokens purchased in the private round will be locked for six (6) months after the public round starts.
After six months, 10% of the tokens are available to the contributors each month.

All tokens of the 210’000’000 that were available in the private round and not purchased, as
well as tokens transferred from the seed round that were not purchased, will be burned.
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Public round
Maximum available tokens in the public round: 90’000’000

The public round will be available for two (2) months after the end of the private
round. During this phase of the token sale, FLTK tokens will be available to the
public for a price of 0.046 EUR per token.

Lock-up Period
Tokens purchased in the public round are not locked and are available to members immediately
after purchase.

All tokens of the 90’000’000 that were available in the public round and not purchased, will be
burned.

Liquidity
7.5% of the tokens are reserved for the liquidity
pool.
15% of all capital raised during the token
sale is used for the liquidity pool. According
to the original token allocation, the token
contribution to the liquidity pool, arising out
of the three funding rounds, may not exceed
the pre-set 7.5% allocation of the tokens.

The liquidity pool will be offered in the USDC
pair. With the capital raised, the DEX liquidity
will be initiated at the price of 0.046 EUR
per token. The remainder of available tokens
allocated to the liquidity pool will be burned.
LP tokens (Liquidity Pool tokens) are locked
for one (1) year. Thereafter, up to 10% of the
tokens are available on a monthly basis.

For example, if all tokens are sold, depending
on which phase tokens were sold, we will
provide between 2’718’000 and 3’528’000
EUR of the liquidity pair for the liquidity pool.
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Rewards*3
12.5% of the tokens tokens are reserved for rewards.

If liquidity pool tokens are burned (in case
less than 7.5% of the tokens were used for the
liquidity pool), the reserved tokens for rewards
will be burned in the same ratio to ensure
that the ratio of the original token allocation
remains the same. (e.g., if 5% of reserved
liquidity tokens are burned, also 5% of the
reserved reward tokens are burned).
Out of the whole reward pool, 80% of the
tokens will be initially used for the staking
reward pool. The remaining 20% of the reward
pool will be used for promotions and events.

During a period of 3 years (36 months)
100’000’000 tokens will be linearly released
as staking rewards.
Staking will be available from the first day of
the public phase.
Depending on the development of the project,
additional tokens (FLTK tokens used for fees
on the floin platform) will be added to the
staking reward pool.

Staking rewards*3 will be given to members
that stake FLTK tokens. The amount of
staking rewards is based on the number of
tokens staked and the length of stake.

*3 Staking rewards do not lead to any participation in profit and/or losses of Company for token holders in any case.
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Team and Founders

10% of the total tokens are reserved for the founder and core team of floin. The
core team members are the people who made floin possible. Founder and CEO
Marc Weber and his team, including CTO, CIO, CSMO, … (Like Saša Saftić, Blaž
Kostanjšek, ...) and an entire group of developers, technical architects, dev-ops,
financial experts, and marketing specialists, are working every day to take this
project to the next level. The entire core team is listed and described on floin’s
homepage.

Lock-up Period
Tokens reserved for this team are locked for twenty-four (24) months after the private round starts.
After twenty-four (24) months, 5% of the tokens are available each quarter (every three (3) months).

Marketing & Bounty

7% of the total tokens are reserved for the marketing partners. Marketing partners
are responsible for the web and product design. Marketing partners are also
responsible for the quality of published content including but not limited to content
seen on social media. All marketing strategies are governed by the marketing
expert within the floin team.

Lock-up Period
Tokens reserved for the marketing team are initially locked after the public round but will be
gradually available in 10% increments per month.
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Advisors

2% of the total tokens are reserved for the advisory team. This team consists of
experienced experts who provide complex consulting services in different areas.
Advisory team members are portrayed on the floin homepage.

Lock-up Period
Tokens reserved for the advisory team are locked for twelve (12) months after the private round starts.
After twelve (12) months, 10% of the tokens are available each month.

Charity

1% of the total tokens are reserved for charity projects. Floin follows a strict
approach of 100% transparency and only projects that can demonstrate proper
use of funds are accepted. Supported projects will be announced on a quarterly
basis and be presented on floin’s homepage.

Lock-up Period
Tokens reserved for charity are initially locked after the public round but will be gradually available
in 10% increments per month. The tokens are available on the first day of each month.
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Supply reduction
By burning tokens, Floin takes a deflationary
token approach that protects value
through the principle of scarcity without
compromising the initial token allocation.
(e.g., if 10% of token sale tokens are burned,
10% of rewards, team & founders, liquidity,
marketing & bounty, advisors, and charity
tokens are also burned).

when all tokens are sold, whichever comes
sooner) of the Project Token Offering, 10% of
all FLTK token used by floin members to pay
for fees within the floin eco-system (only fees
paid with FLTK token) will be burned.

For the period of three (3) years following
the end (6 months after the public phase or
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